
 

During these times when many are 
sheltering in place, people may feel lonely 
and miss their friends and family.  In the 
days before the internet and Zoom calls, 
people would often times write letters on 
paper to communicate and feel closer to 

each other.  The artists in the Anderson Collection were no exception.  In many 
ways this form of communication can be very creative, comforting, and 
intimate.  Letters can express the love, affection, and support people have for 
each other as seen in the postcards from artist Ad Reinhardt, found on the 
following pages.  Other artistic examples include letters from Philip Guston, 
David Park, and Wayne Thiebaud.  As you will see, the artistic talents and 
creativity of these artists permeate their letter writing and add even more to 
the words they write.  The examples of these letters are shown on the 
following pages and can inspire your own letter writing.  You’ll also find 
information on how to create your own letter.  Write, draw, and have fun!

Adventures


With


Writing


Letters

Share your letters with us! Tag us with 
@anderson.collection.stanford @cantorarts



 Ad Reinhardt
Can you decipher 
these postcards?

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution



 

Wayne Thiebaud

What jokes do you know that you 
would like to share in a letter?

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution



 

Richard Diebenkorn

Was there an 
experience you 
would like to share?  
What art do you 
pensively look at?

Anderson Collection at Stanford University



 

Vija Celmins

Vija likes to end her letters 
with a shooting star!

Anderson Collection at Stanford University



 

Philip Guston

If you filled up the front of 
your page, remember you can 
still use the back! 

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution



 

David Park

In this letter David writes his worries about the quality of his paintings and 
compares himself to Picasso with “The Catalogue arrived Thursday and I have 
begun to regain my composure.  I don’t suppose that any painter -Picasso 
included- could ask for a finer job.  I do earnestly hope that you’re not crazy 
and that I will appear to be worth it.”  This gives us an interesting look into his 
psychology and how, like many other people, he compared himself to another.  
It is important to learn from skilled people but remember to try what you like 
and don’t compare your chapter 1 to someone else's chapter 8.

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution



  Writing 
The 

Envelope
Write the return address (your 
home address) in the top left 
corner here.  Start with your name 
on the first line, then the street 
address and then the city address.

Write the address you are 
sending to here, just like 
the way you wrote your 
address in the corner.

Don’t forget to put a 
stamp in the top right 
corner here, like I did.



Writing 
The 

Letter Start the letter with the name 
of the person you are writing to 
with “Dear” or “To” at the front 
and a comma after the name.

Write about your hopes, 
dreams, aspirations, loves, 
regrets, temptations and 
whatever you would like 
to share .

End the letter with a sign 
off.  In this case it is “Lots 
of love”, but it could be 
“Sincerely” or “Cheers”, 
and then your name.

Add a picture using pencil, 
markers, paint, or collage.  
Have fun!



• CALLIGRAPHY - is the style of the letters you write such as cursive or gothic lettering.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBoVGqiSzr4 

• 3D LETTERING - you can use One Point Perspective to produce 3D looking lettering.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pn4U3p3dK_0 

• SKETCHES/DRAWINGS - you can draw or sketch anything such as people, places,
animals, and plants from both real life and your imagination. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtkvB1MIx3U 

• COLOR - use color to embellish your art with crayons, pens, pencils, and paint.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34V7VFOX7ow 

• WRITE IN CODE - develop your own code to share between you and your bestie.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1M4AReJV3ys 

• POEMS - write a poem whether it is a haiku, sonnet, or limerick.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0BUYzMypi8 

• FONTS - if some people have a hard time reading your handwriting you can still style
your letter with fonts on the computer. 
https://fonts.google.com/ 

• COLLAGE - cutout pieces of paper from magazines to make your own image to share.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLooH5Y_Rk8 

• POP-UP LETTER - you can make three dimensional popups with paper.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_Epnz96g10 

• JOKES - everyone loves a good joke.

Creative Ideas to Add 
to Your Letter

Share your letters with us! Tag us with 
@anderson.collection.stanford @cantorarts
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